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REGOXCHANGE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SERIES I
INTRODUCTION
Hundreds of organizations across the globe utilize CA Clarity PPM for a multitude of reasons. Whether it is for
project management, resource management, capacity planning, or portfolio management, Clarity has served the
PPM market space for years as the premier PPM solution. As effective and valuable as Clarity has been for so
many, Rego Consulting recognized a need in the Clarity market space - an online community that allowed
organizations to enhance their Clarity environments with quick access to custom developed Clarity solutions,
shared and provided by the community members themselves. To this end, Rego Consulting has proudly
launched RegoXchange.
This publication is part of the Resource Management series, and highlights many of the most valuable and
sought after custom developed Clarity solutions on RegoXchange available to all registrants with theWorX
membership. With theWorX membership, organizations can filter through hundreds of custom developed
solutions available on RegoXchange, identify content that will provide immediate value to their Clarity user
base, and access these solutions with only the click of a button.
The Clarity solutions available on RegoXchange are organized into easily recognizable categories, understood
and valued by Clarity operational managers and administrative staff alike, such as Project Management,
Portfolio Management, Resource Management, Financial Management, and many more.
The solutions presented in this publication are only the beginning. We invite you to read through this
document, discover some of the most valuable solutions available on RegoXchange that organizations are
taking advantage of, and then take the next step by registering for FREE at www.regoxchange.com. All
registrants have immediate access to theBasiX, a sampling of the vast library of solutions available with
theWorX membership.
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Allocation Compliance for Resource Manager - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Allocation Compliance for Resource Manager portlet gives the Resource Manager a view of his or her
resources’ allocation compliance. It allows the RM to see resources they manage over the coming months and easily
determine if they are over or under allocated. This portlet leverages the daily allocation and daily availability slices,
and returns information based on active investments. By default, the portlet provides filters for start and finish
dates, but Resource Name can be added as well.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Proper allocation management is one of the most critical ingredients for successful Clarity use and reporting.
Unfortunately, it is also one of the most common hurdles that must be overcome. Often, users (typically project
managers) are asked to effectively maintain their project allocations, but fail to do so. If there are not stringent
governance or audit processes in place, this failure to maintain allocations can be left unchecked for extended
periods, leading to inaccurate reporting, ineffective resource management, and may lead Clarity down a path to
failure. This portlet is one of several tools or methods that can be utilized to ensure proper allocation compliance,
by providing visibility INTO that compliance in an easy to use portlet.
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Capacity Planning by Role and Skill - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Capacity Planning by Role and Skill portlet displays all availability and demand in the system summarized by
role. The portlet also allows the user to drill-down further into the role and separate the hours by primary skill. This
portlet leverages the timeslices, and pulls availability from resources and allocation from the team records.
The user is able to narrow the results by filtering on start/finish date, time period, active projects, and active
resources. Using this portlet, a resource manager can quickly determine resource needs, skill needs, and overall
allocation/availability of roles.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Utilizing a custom workflow and custom Primary Skill attribute, this portlet enhances the out-of-box resource
planning functionality by providing a single portlet that allows visibility into resource availability and allocation by
combining roles AND skills. This allows for greater granularity and “skill-specific” resource decision making.

Grant Edit Skill and Calendar Rights - Workflow
What the Workflow Does:
The Grant Edit Skill and Calendar workflow process grants the ability for the user's proxy, resource manager,
booking manager, and resource(s) to edit both the skill and calendar sections. The query can be easily modified to
remove any of the users that receive the ability. For example, some organizations may only want to grant these
rights to resource managers and his or her proxy.
This workflow simplifies the task or updating a resource’s calendar or skill set by allowing multiple people to govern
them. Not only will the workflow add in any new rights, but it will also check for rights that no longer exist
(resource manager has changed, etc).
Why the Workflow is Beneficial:
Rights management in Clarity can sometimes be a daunting task. This workflow helps to ease some of the daily
rights management encountered with Resource Management in Clarity by simplifying the task of updating a
resource’s calendar or skill set by allowing multiple people to govern them. Not only will the workflow add in any
new rights, but it will also check for rights that no longer exist (resource manager has changed, etc).
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My Resource Vacation - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The My Resource Vacation portlet allows a resource to view the current logged in users' annual vacation allowance,
as set by the resource manager, against the resource vacation calendar hours and actual posted timesheet hours. The
portlet is useful for determining the amount of hours a resource has requested off and has remaining. The portlet
also ensures the resource has accounted for all annual vacation allowance hours in the calendar and has posted time
for all past calendar request hours.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Out of the box, Clarity doesn’t provide an intuitive method of managing vacation or PTO. This custom portlet
provides resources a simple way of determining their annual PTO allowance, current requested PTO total, and their
remaining PTO balance. The portlet also ensures the resource has accounted for all annual vacation allowance
hours in the calendar and has posted time for all past calendar request hours.

My Resource Vacation Details - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The My Resource Vacation Details portlet returns the logged in users calendar at a glance by week or month for a
selected time period. It shows the Resource Name, Resource Manager, Calendar, H (holiday), and V (vacation)
hours for the select time frame.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Similar to the My Resource Vacation portlet, this portlet provides users another method of managing their time off
in Clarity. This portlet displays all holiday and vacation hours established on a resource calendar in a time sliced
view. Utilizing this view, users can easily look ahead by week or month and determine how many holiday and
vacation hours they have coming up.
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Resource Vacation - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Resource Vacation portlet allows a resource manager to view a resource’s current annual vacation allowance, as
set by the resource manager, against the resource’s vacation calendar hours and actual posted timesheet hours. This
portlet is useful for determining the amount of hours a resource has requested off and has remaining. This portlet
also ensures the resource has accounted for all annual vacation allowance hours in the calendar and has posted time
for all past calendar request hours.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Unlike the ‘My Resource Vacation’ portlet (which only allows a resource to view their OWN details), this portlet
allows a Resource Manager visibility into all of their resources’ vacation time, providing an unprecedented method
of resource PTO management in Clarity. This portlet is useful for determining the amount of hours a resource has
requested off and has remaining, compared against the annual vacation allowance. This portlet also ensures the
resource has accounted for all annual vacation allowance hours in the calendar and has posted time for all past
calendar request hours.

Resource Management – PowerPoint Training
What the PowerPoint Does:
The Resource Management training document provides an in-depth guide to resource management. This
presentation is designed to provide resource managers with an overview to managing time, inputting users and
roles, adjust allocations, availability and more within Clarity’s resource management module. This guide provides
step-by-step instructions as well as detailed screenshots to ensure that the learning curve for your resource managers
is minimal.
Why the PowerPoint is Beneficial:
Resource Management is a vital functionality offered in Clarity PPM, and it has many components that must be
utilized effectively. Properly training your resources to USE Clarity for Resource Management is also vitally
important. This training deck provides a starting point for your customized training material, to help get your
resource managers up to speed faster and more efficiently.
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Resources’ Skills - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Resources’ Skills portlet displays all resources, skills, proficiencies, and interests. Using this portlet, resource
managers can quickly assess all skills within the system for their resources. The portlet results may be filtered on:
Skill, Resource Last Name, Interest and Proficiency.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
While Clarity does provide the ability to search based on skills, and view the skills by specific resource, it doesn’t
provide a cross-resource view allowing a Resource Manager or Project Manager to view the skills of many resources
at a single glance. This portlet does just that. This can be an enormous time saver, preventing a user from having
to drill into each resource’s profile one at a time.
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Auto-Approve Old Timesheets - Workflow
What the Portlet Does:
The Auto-Approve Old Timesheets workflow process can be run through the "Execute a Process" job, and may be
used to quickly close out timesheets for a specified timeframe for period closure. The workflow will execute a
query that will automatically approve ALL (no matter the status of the timesheet) timesheets that have a time period
start date before the Approve Date specified within the process itself.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
In the early stages of Clarity maturity, an organization utilizing Clarity may be left with many timesheets that were
never submitted or approved. This is somewhat normal, and it can be a painstaking process to have resources go
back and submit or approve old timesheets one by one. This workflow process can easily eliminate this burden, by
automatically approving old timesheets based on selected criteria. This can help keep timesheet data 'clean', and
help ensure more effective reporting.
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